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QUESTION,C,250
The Twins won the world series in:
The author of the "Catcher in the Rye" is:
The description of Minnesota on its seal, "E'toile du Nord" means when translated from the French:
Item writing is a lot of fun
Which is the best beer in town?
This item is supposed to be omitted
This question is here to see whether really long, wordy, very loquatious items that take lots and lots of space can also be formate by this program.  Items that are really much much too long to be good items or that need lots and lots of explanation.
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ATEXT,C,250
1987
William Saroyan
Land of mosquitoes that are in fact as big as a toiling Norseman
True
Leinenkugel
True
This a really wordy multiple choice response.  We want to see here whether a response that is this long, I mean long, can also be formatted by this program.  Can we have a really really long item here in the first response.
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BTEXT,C,250
1986
Terry Southern
Land of Nord motors where a large person will fling you into a windshield of a car if you don't pay
False
Eau Claire All Malt
False
This is the second really really long long response to this terribly wordy question.  This second response is just about as long as the first one, I mean it is long.  This is quite a wordy item and really pretty boring to read.  Really boring.
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CTEXT,C,250
1985
J. D. Lang
Star of the North

Walters

This is the third response.  Four score and seven years ago, our fathers brought forth upon this continent a new nation...well it makes a change.  What we are after here is how well the program will format long long items and responses.
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DTEXT,C,250
1984
J. D. Salinger
Land of Sky Blue Waters

All of the Above

This is the fourth response.  I remember the night and the Tennessee Waltz and I don't know how much I have lost yes I lost my little darlin the night they were playing the beautiful Tennessee Waltz.  As I was saying, long long responses.
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ETEXT,C,250
None of the above
R. D. Lang
Star of the Sea

This is the fifth response.  It is also going to be long and boring, I mean boring and long.  The limits to this program are the same as in DBASE3...one field cannot be longer that 254 characters.  Actually keep them as short as possible
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USERIGHTANS,C,1
### A
### D
### C
### B
### D
### A
### A
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